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Hello.

I am writing to STRONGLY OBJECT to any acceptance of the EIS compiled by Golder
associates for HiQuality Pty Ltd for their Integrated Resource Recovery Facility proposed
for Fyshwick. (IRRF) EIS 1201900001.
My concerns hugely overlap with concerns raised by Old Narrabundah Community
Council as submitted to you already. I wonder if you read it or just the first line, labelled it
green & left the rest unread.
In addition to their long list of issues, please add more.

Need: THE ACT DOES NOT NEED THIS IRRF. The ACT does not need either this
proposed recovery facility or the one proposed by CRS last year. Both of these operations
plan to bring rubbish interstate for processing in the ACT, because regulations on such
activities are more restrictive in NSW. Both of these operations plan to process more
rubbish than ACT produces, combined, do they plan to process more than double what
ACT produces?

Central location: HiQual stated requirement for central location argument is rubbish.
Both the actual writing on page 9 of the EIS and any actual reason. They only want the
fyshwick location because that's where the rail line is for importing rubbish from NSW. So
did CRS in their proposal. Any location in the ACT such as Hume, would be just as good
for rubbish collection & transport of ACT rubbish in ACT. If you read this far, email me, i
will draw you a diagram showing total distances to & from any point in an area are the
same as from a central point in that area.
ACT govt itself has stated it prefers this type of industry not in the geographic centre of the
city, where Fyshwick is, but in Hume. Nowhere in Australia is such industry centrally
located.

Air quality: The EIS states there will be 40,000 tons of wood burnt every year, to
generate electricity. 40,000 tons, ÷365 is 109.5... say 110 tons a day. Remember if you're
old enough, when wood burning fires in homes in Canberra were restricted because when
we had atmospheric temperature inversions (common in winter, still are) the smoke settled
& caused choking air and breathing difficulties, lung conditions, ill health. So this 110 tons
a day every day, would be 8,767 household wood fires in the colder 6 months if they
burnt 25kg of wood a night. Or 10,959 households at 20kg a night. Or up to 22,000 if
they only burnt ten kg of wood each, every night for the 6 colder months. And households
burnt clean firewood, not laminated construction waste or MDF or chipboard, full of glues
& vinyls & coatings that when burnt give off toxic fumes, all to be trapped in inversions to
damage Canberran's health.

The EIS does not describe how they will deal with asbestos. (See ONCC submission)

The EIS doesn't address any health issues rising from nearly half a million heavy truck
movements in & around Fyshwick or those same trucks getting to Fyshwick from
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interstate. Diesel exhaust is a known irritant, known carcinogen. (All these electoral 
promises about extra hospital beds really will be needed if this stupid proposal gets up 
won't they.)
Trucks will be carrying rubbish shaking off dust at every jolt, soils, asbestos, wood, C&D 
waste, silicates, silica dust, unknown brittle plastics, unknown <10 micron & unknown
<2.5 micron irritant dusts, unknown fumes, let drift on the wind over all of Canberra, Civic 
& parliament houses included. Throwing a tarp over a truckload of rubbish does not keep 
the dust in.

Traffic: almost half a million heavy truck movements in & out of one place in Fyshwick, 
where to start? Diesel exhaust, Noise, Congestion, Road damage & the Cost of road 
maintenance, Accidents involving trucks or just the local Canberrans trying to find other 
roads to avoid trucks. Fyshwick, nearby suburbs and suburbs on route will be suffocated, 
clogged, destroyed. The HiQual EIS does not account the truck movements properly, (see 
ONCC submission) or cover all the detrimental consequences of these half million trucks. 
Add to these trucks, the CRS trucks, which would mean double the pollution and double 
the destruction. Why bother enhancing anywhere on the south side of the lake or low lying 
areas around the lake, or anywhere in Canberra in temperature inversions, only to let it be 
destroyed by pollutants from one or two Sydney based rubbish processing factories?

The EIS has no fire risk assessment. Recent news has lots of articles about recycling 
places burning, smothering residents in toxic plumes. The fire risk seems quite high & very 
real, but not assessed.

RDF & PEF fuels are to be manufactured on-site. No much more information given. 
These are both Fossil Fuels because they compress rubbish derived from fossil sources ie 
oil, into fuel blocks for incinerators. This is not a renewable energy source and should not 
be encouraged at all. SA & ACT are using crushed glass & some reprocessed plastics to 
make roads, a far better use, because the carbon in the plastic stays in solid form not gas, 
not CO2, not in the atmosphere.

Environment: I have not touched on environmental concerns, stormwater run-off into the 
wetlands when (not if) large volume storms occur, chemicals in that run-off, disturbance of 
the wetlands by noise, fumes, dust, rubbish, in the event of fire toxic fumes, etc. The EIS 
does not address these issues or present any safeguards satisfactorily.

To end, if you have read this far, I would like to point out a nasty twist in both the CRS 
and HiQual EISs, the CRS one stupidly accepted already despite hundreds of objections, 
and this HiQual EIS.
CRS had a one-liner in their EIS that did not rule out building an incinerator in future. 
HiQual state in this EIS they want to make RDF fuel, perfect for such an incinerator. So is 
the government going to allow Fyshwick, and all of Canberra, to become the centre for 
Sydney's garbage disposal? I hope not but please read both EISs together.

This HiQual EIS for their proposed integrated resource recovery facility should be 
TOTALLY REJECTED. So should've the CRS one.

My thanks for reading this far if you have.


